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Some equivalent properties of the existence of Frechet smooth norms in 
weakly compactly generated (WCG) Banach spaces are shown. Heredity of 
WCG property in such spaces is proved. The property of having a shrinking 
MarkuHeviE basis is hereditary in all Banach spaces. Projections in WCG spaces 
and their duals are studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First we list some notations and definitions. A real Banach space X 
(in short a B-space X) is weakly compactly generated (WCG) if there 
is an absolutely convex weakly compact set K C X such that X = Sp K 
(the closed linear hull of K). For a topological space X, dens X is the 
smallest cardinality of a dense set in X. If X, Y is a dual pair of 
linear spaces, then w(X, Y) is the weak topology on X. w(X, X*) 
resp. w(X*, X) is denoted by w resp. w* topology. w*sp H means 
the w* closed linear hull of H C X*. X is locally uniformly rotund 
(LUR) if whenever /I x I/ = I/ x, I/ = 1, lim 11 x + x,/j = 2, then 
lim /I x - x, Ij = 0. The norm of a B-space X is FrCchet differentiable 
at x E X if lim t+o SUPIIMI=~ (II x + th II + II x - th II - 2 II x II) t-l = 0. 
If the norm of a B-space is FrCchet differentiable at all nonzero 
points, then X is called an F space. We say that X is f (resp. lur) if 
X admits an equivalent norm which is F (resp. LUR). 
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A system {xi ; i E 1} C X, {fi ; i E I} C X* is a MarkugeviE basis 
(in short an M-basis) of X if Sp{xi} = X, (fd ; i E 11 are total on X and 
h(xi) = 6, (the Kronecker delta). If moreover ${h} = X*, then 
we speak about a shrinking Markugevii: basis. 
A subspace Y C X* is called norming if 1 x (i = sup{f(x); f E Y, 
]I f 11 < l} is an equivalent norm on X. By a subspace of a B-space 
we mean a norm closed subspace. 
The question which spaces are f has been studied by several 
authors. First, Kadec and independently Klee and Restrepo have 
shown that any B-space with separable dual is f [II, 12, 201. Then, 
Trojanski, using some advanced results of Amir and Lindenstrauss, 
has proved that any reflexive B-space is f [l, 251. Furthermore, it 
was shown in [7] that if X and X* are both WCG, then X is f. 
The problem of the existence of smooth partitions of unity on 
differentiable manifolds modeled on a B-space X (obviously reduced 
to that on X) has been investigated by a number of authors [3, 241. 
Namely, Torunczyk has shown that any reflexive B-space X admits 
a Cl partitions of unity (subordinated to an arbitrary open covering 
of X). 
Using some of the results mentioned above, we will prove that these 
properties of X are equivalent for WCG spaces X to some other 
properties. Also we use this approach to prove some further properties 
of WCG f spaces, e.g. heredity of this property. Some properties of 
these spaces are used in solving certain operator equations [6]. 
WCGf spaces are exactly the spaces with shrinking M-basis. Thus, 
the property of having a shrinking M-basis is hereditary in all 
B-spaces. 
Furthermore, we strengthen some results on projections in WCG 
spaces [l, 15, 91. In this connection, let us remark that, up to our 
best knowledge, the general heredity problem of WCG spaces [15, 161 
has not been solved. The same concerns the problem of carrying 
WCG property from X* to X [15]. Here we prove only that if X* 
and X** are both WCG, then X is WCG. 
We thank the referee for some comments which improved the paper. 
2. SOME EQUIVALENT PROPERTIES OF FRI~HET SMOOTHNESS IN 
WCG B-SPACES 
We start with a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 1 [9, Lemma 21. Let X be a linear space with two norms 
1 - II , 1 - I2 such that 1 x II < 1 x I2 (for every x E X) and with a third 
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norm 1 * I3 de$ned on a subspace NCX with j x jl < 1 x I3 for every 
x E N. Then, given a finite dimensional subspace B C N, m elements 
fi Y9fnz of (4 I * 12)*, an integer n and a subspace Y of X, there exists 
an K,-dimensional subspace C C X containing B, such that, for every 
E > 0, every subspace Z of X with Z 1 B, dim Z/B = n, there is a 
linear operator T:Z-+C with T(Zn Y)CY, T(ZnN)CN, 
I T II G 1 + E, I T I2 < 1 + E, I T/(Z n N)l, 6 1 + E, Tb = b for 
~ery~b~B and \fk(z)-fk(Tz)l <EIxI~ for every ZGZ and 
,“‘, m. 
LEMMA 2. Let X be a B-space and p an ordinal number. Let 
{PM ; 01 < p} be a “long sequence” of linear projections of X such that 
11 P, I/ = 1, P,P, = PsPa = P,i,(,,a) , and that for CL < p, P,X = 
Sp bcor PB+J Then 
(i) for any x E X, P,x is a norm continuous function from 
ordinals to X (in the order topology of ordinals); 
(ii) for any x E X, E > 0, the set {a; /I Pa+lx - P,x /I > .E} is 
Jinite, and P,x E ${U,,, (Ps+l - P,) x u P,x}, x E X and 01 < FL. 
Proof (i). Let ~11 be a limiting ordinal a: < p, x E (JsCol Pa+lX. 
Then obviously lim,,, Psx = x = P,x. Thus, from the equicontinuity 
of projections we have lim,,, PBx = P,x for any x E P,x. If x E X, 
then Psx - P,x = PDPax - P,x and, thus, lim 11 P,x - P,x // = 0 
by the preceeding argument. 
(ii) If the first statement in (ii) were not true, then there would 
be an infinite sequence of ordinals cyr < 01~ < *em < p, x E X and 
E > 0 such that II(Pai+l - Pai)x I/ > E. Let 01 be the smallest ordinal 
larger than all 01~ . Then simply 01 is limiting and lim oli = 01. Thus, 
we have a contradiction with (i). The second statement easily follows 
by an induction on 01. 
Remark. Lemma 2 is based on the method of the proof of Lemma 7 
in [l]. 
LEMMA 3. Let X be an F B-space, K = dens X, p be the $rst 
ordinal of cardinality K. Assume {Pa ; 01 < p} is a “long sequence” 
of linear projections such that 11 P, 11 = 1, P,P, = P8PW = Pmin(a,B) 
for 01, /3 < t.~, dens P,X < B for (Y > w and the function P,x is 
continuous from ordinals to X in its norm topology for every x E X. 
Then the P,*‘s have the same properties. 
Proof. It follows by some methods of [23] and [8]. From the 
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smoothness of X and Bishop-Phelps subreflexivity theorem (e.g. 
[15, Theorem 6.21) we see that Pol*X* = {VEX*; supf(x) = Ilfll, 
x E P,X, 11 x 11 < l}. Furthermore, from the norm-norm continuity 
of duality mapping in X [22], it follows that Pol*X* = s$ UBcar Pt+lX* 
and dens Pa*X* = dens P,X. Now we use Lemma 2. 
The following definition will be suitable in this paper. 
DEFINITION 1. We say that a B-space X has a strong 
decomposition property (SDEC) if there is a long sequence of linear 
projections (P, ; (Y < p> (p is the first ordinal of cardinality dens X) 
such that 
(1) P, = identity, 11 P, 11 = 1 for 1 < 01 < II, PI = 0 
(2) P,PB = P,aPdl = Pmin(a.B) for % B < PY 
(3) dens P,X < B for 01 > w, 
(4) for any x E X, P,x is a continuous function from ordinals 
to X (in the order and norm topology, respectively), and such that 
P,* have the same properties (l)-(4). 
The following statement gives a list of equivalent properties of the 
property f in the class of WCG spaces. 
THEOREM 1. Let X be a WCG B-space. Then the following 
properties of X are equivalent: 
(1) X is an f space. 
(2) X has an equivalent norm whose dual on X* is LUR. 
(3) X has a shrinking Markus’evic’ basis. 
(4) X has SDEC property. 
(5) There exists on X a continuously Frechet daflerentiable real 
valued function with bounded nonempty support. 
(6) For any open covering CZ of X, X admits Cl-partitions of 
unity subordinated to a (Cl denotes the class of continuously Fre’chet 
dsyerentiable functions). 
Proof. (1) 3 (2): see [26] and [S]. 
(2) a (1): f 11 o ows directly by known Lovaglia’s duality of 
LUR and F (cf. e.g. [ll]). 
(1) 3 (4): Let Y b e a subspace of X. We show the existence 
of projections {Pm} with properties stated in Definition 1 such that, 
moreover, P,Y C Y for every 01 < CL. 
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Let 1 * II be the norm of X and / * I2 anF-norm on X, equivalent to 
1 * II . Then it follows from Lemma 1 and from the methods of Amir 
and Lindenstrauss [l] that there is a long sequence of projections in 
X such that Y is invariant under them and (l)-(4) of Definition 1 are 
satisfied for both norms / * II and j * j2 (see also [9, Proposition 21). 
By Lemma 3, used for / * I2 , Pm* have also properties (l)-(4) from 
Definition 1, with respect to both norms / . II and 1 * I2 . 
(4) 5 (I): It is p roved, in fact, in [8]. 
(1) 3 (3): It is contained in the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4. If X is a WCG f p s ace, then every subspace Y of X has 
a shrinking Markuskvic’ basis. 
Proof. By transfinite induction on dens X. If dens X = K, , 
then Y is separable with its dual and by the methods of Mackey [17] 
(see [5, lo]), there is a shrinking M-basis of Y. Let now dens X = K, 
and suppose that the assertion is true for dens X < K. Take a long 
sequence of projections P, from (4). According to the proof of 
(1) 3 (4) we may suppose that P,Y C Y. Then dens(P,+, - P,) X < x 
and (PU+, - P,)X 1 (Pe+l - PJ Y C Y for 01 < CL. By the induction 
hypothesis, there is a shrinking M-basis {xia; i E Ia} of (Pm+l - P,)Y 
with respect to {J’i=; i E Ia}. Now, (Pa+I - P,): Y + (Pa+, - P,)Y, 
and, thus, (Pa+l - Pa)* maps isomorphically ((Pol+l - PJY)* onto 
(Pa*,l - Pa*) Y* and if fiu = (Pz+l - P,*)fia, then, by the commu- 
tativity of projections P, , by the fact that q lJa<,, (Pa+I - PM)Y = Y, 
by the F-property of Y and by Lemma 2 it follows that {xix; i E 1, , 
01 < P), {f?; i E 4 , 01 < p) is a shrinking M-basis of Y. 
(3) 5 (2): [26, Theorem 1, p. 1261. 
By composition of II x II2 for an F-norm on X and a suitable real 
valued function, easily (1) + (5). 
Furthermore, we will need (to prove (5) + (1)) the following 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 5. Let X be a WCG B-space, f a C1 function on X. Then 
there is a long sequence of linear projections (P, ; 01 < p} (t.~ is the first 
ordinal of cavdinality dens X) with the properties (l)-(4) of De$nition 1 
and so that, for any cy. < p, Pm*X* contains all differentials off at the 
points of P,X. 
Proof. By a modification of Amir’s and Lindenstrauss’ con- 
struction [I, Lemmas 4 and 61. For example, operators T, in the 
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first part of the proof of Lemma 4 of [I] are constructed so that 
II T, II = III Tn III = 1, T,ytj = ~2, T,a*f’(yrj) =f’(yO, i = L..., n, 
j = l,..., n - 1, T,*g = g, g E F, where f ‘( y/) is the differential off 
at the point yf. From this construction and from the fact that f is a 
Cr function, follows that we may finish the proof, following the 
proofs of Lemmas 4 and 6 of [l]. 
LEMMA 6. Let X, {Pa ; a < p), f be as in the preceeding lemma, 
where f is a gauge of a Cl-function on X with bounded nonempty support 
(see [14]). Then (P,*> also satisfy (l)-(4) of De&it& 1. 
Proof. We use the following result of Leduc [14, Corollary I]: 
If f is a Cl function with bounded nonempty support on a B-space X, 
then Gf’(x)/l] f ‘(x)1\; x E X, (( x (( = 1) is dense in the unit sphere 
{gEX*;(Ig(l = 1) of x*. 
To prove our lemma it suffices to show that (Js.,a P$+,X* is norm 
dense in Pa*X* if cy is a limiting ordinal. This equals to say that 
uB.,. Re(P$+,X*) is norm dense in (P,X)*, where Re denotes the 
restriction to P,X. Let g E (Pax)*, 1) g I) = 1, E > 0. From the result 
of Leduc and from the continuity off ‘: X --t X* follows that there 
is an fl < 01 and x E POX such that for gs = h/l\ h )I E (P,X)*, where 
h = (f/P,X)‘(x), we have 11 gs - g I] < E. Put & = f ‘(x)/II h I). Then 
& E P,*X*, and, thus, Re & = g, E Re P,*X*. From it and Lemma 2 
the assertion of our lemma follows. 
(5) 3 (4) now follows from Lemmas 5 and 6. 
To prove (1) * (6), we need the following result of Dyer [4]. 
LEMMA 7. Let {xi} C X, {fi) C X*, i E I be a Markus’euic’ basis 
in X. Let Y = s${f,). Then there is a bounded one-to-one linear operator 
T of X onto a dense subset of c,(I) which is w(X, Y)-w continuous. 
Proof. We may suppose that / fi I < 1. Then it was shown in [4] 
that the mapping TX = (fi( x ; i E I} is a bounded linear one-to-one ) 
mapping of X onto a dense subset of c,(I). Furthermore, 
(X, w(X, Y))* = Y and using the completion theorem of 
Grothendieck [21, Theorem IV, 6.21, for S-the set of all norm 
bounded sets in X and 2 = w(X, Y), we see that it suffices to prove 
that T is w(X, Y) - w continuous on all norm bounded sets in X. 
This is the case as it is easily seen from the definition of T. 
Remark. For more general result on Lemma 7 we refer to [27]. 
Also, we will need the following lemma which is a variant of that 
proved by Torunczyk for the reflexive case [24]. 
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LEMMA 8. Let X be a WCG and f B-space. Then there is a homeo- 
morphic imbedding u of X into c,(r) for some r such that p, 0 u E Cl(X) 
for all 01 E r, where p, E (c,(r))* denotes the functional {xi} -+ x, . 
Proof. By [8], X admits an equivalent norm which is LUR and 
its dual on X is LUR. We will work in this norm 1 * j. First, we need 
a continuous linear imbedding L: X --+ c,(l) for some I, such that 
s${p, 0 L; 01 EI} = x*. This can be shown by the existence of 
shrinking M-basis in X ((3) of Theorem 1): Let {xi} C X, {fi} C X*, 
i E 1, be a shrinking M-basis in X. Then the mapping Lx = {f{(x)) 
has the required properties by the proof of Lemma 7, since fi = pi 0 L. 
Now let 1 $ I and consider the mapping u: X -+ cO(l u (1)) defined 
in the following way: 
Pa ’ U(x) = 1 
I x I2 for n=l, 
p, oL(x) for OL E I. 
Then u is a homeomorphic imbedding into c,,(l u (1)): Evidently it 
suffices to prove that u-l is continuous on uX. For it let 
lim 1 u(x,) - u(x)1 = 0. Then simply lim 1 x, / =- 1 x j and 
IiF pi 0 L(x,) = pi 0 L(x) for all i E I, 
and since then x, weakly converges to x and the norm 1 * / is LUR, 
it easily follows that lim 1 x, - x 1 = 0 (cf. e.g. [ll]). Furthermore, 
1 x I2 is continuously FrCchet differentiable on X. 
(1) 5 (6): In fact, by Theorem 1 of Torunczyk [24], the 
assertion of Lemma 8 implies (6). 
Problems (1). Is Theorem 1 true for all B-spaces, i.e., without 
the assumption on X to be WCG ? 
(2) Let on a B-space X exists a continuously FrCchet differen- 
tiable real valued function with bounded nonempty support. Is then 
X necessarily WCG? 
(3) Is every f B-space a WCG space ? 
(4) Is every f B-space continuously imbedable into some c,,(r) ? 
For positive answers of these questions we have the following 
implications: (1) s (2) by Proposition 2, (2) => (3) evidently, (2) * (1) 
as in the proof of Theorem 1, (3) z- (4) by the main theorem in [l]. 
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3. PROJECTIONS IN WCG B-SPACES AND ITS DUALS 
In this section we study projections in duals of WCG spaces and 
using this approach we strengthen some results of [l] and [9] on 
projections in WCG spaces. 
We will need the following two lemmas. (See also [9, 151.) 
LEMMA 9. Let (X, 11 *11) be a B-p s ace g enerated by a weakly compact 
subset K. Put 1 f 1 = sup{f ( ) x;x~K}forf~X*andlet YCX*bea 
norming subspace (not necessarily closed). Then a linear operator 
T: Y + Y is w* - w* continuous zf it is continuous in both j * 1 and 
II - II norms. 
Proof. Let us denote by w the weak topology of (X*, 1 * I). It was 
observed in the proof of Proposition 3 of [9] that on the unit ball of X* 
the w* and w topology coincide. Thus, the same holds on the unit 
ball B of Y. Because T is w - w continuous, it is w* - w* continuous 
on B. Now, using the completion theorem of Grothendieck [21, 
IV, 6.21 and the facts that X is complete and Y is norming, we see 
that T is w* - w* continuous on Y. 
LEMMA 10 (J. Lindenstrauss). If X is WCG, then dens X = 
w* dens X*, and, thus, if X* is WCG, then dens X = dens X*. 
Proof. See [15, Proposition 2.21. 
LEMMA 11. Under the notations of Lemma 9, let B be a @site 
dimensional subspace of X*, {fk} a sequence of elements of X and Y 
a w*-closed subspace of X*. Then there is a linear operator T: Xx + X* 
such that 11 T II = I T I = 1, Tb = b for every b E B, TY C Y and for 
T*: X--t X we have T*fk = fk, k = 1, 2,... . Moreover, TX* is w* 
separable, more exactly, TX* is the w* closure of a N, dimensional 
linear subspace of X*. 
Proof. We use Lemma 1 even in a more simple setting, namely 
we put N = X”, I . II = I - I, I * I2 = II - II, I - I3 = I * I2 on X*. 
Having used Lemma 1, we use a variant of Lemma 3 of Amir and 
Lindenstrauss (see [9, Lemma 3]), where, however, we use 
Tychonoff’s theorem for the w*-topology of the I/ . Ii-unit ball of X*, 
observing that the unit ball of the norm I * 1 is w*-closed. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let X be a WCG B-space. Under the notations 
of Lemma 9, let nt be an infinite cardinal number, Y a subspace of X*, 
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such that w* dens Y < m, Z a w*-closed subspace of X*, F a subspace 
of X with dens F < m. Then there is a linear projection P: X* -+ X* 
such that P*f = f f or every fEF, IPl =lIPIl = 1, PX*3Y, 
PZ C Z and w* dens PX* < m. Moreover, if X is f, then 
dens PX* < m. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [l, Lemma 41. We work, 
however, on X* in the w* topology. The proof is built up by trans- 
finite induction on m. If m = N, , then the w*-cluster point P of 
the sequence {T,} from the proof of Lemma 4 of [l] is a projection, 
which follows from the fact that P is w* - w* continuous (Lemma 9). 
We have P = p*, where p: X -+ X is a projection. Thus, if X is f, 
then dens PX* = dens P*X* = dens(PX)* = dens PX. Also, by 
Lemma 10, dens r’X = w* dens(PX)* = w* dens p*X*. The new 
thing in the following theorem is that no restrictions are made on 
the subspaces Y, Z, besides those stated in Theorem 2 (cf. [l, Lemma 41 
and [9, Proposition 1 and Remark I]). 
THEOREM 2. Let X be a WCG B-space, generated by a weakly 
compact absolutely convex subset K. Let m be an inJinite cardinal 
number, Y, Z subspaces of X and F a subspace of X* such that 
dens Y < m, w* dens F < m. Then there is a continuous linear 
projection P: X -+ X, such that I/ PII = 1, PK C K, PX 3 Y, 
P*X* 3 F, PZ C Z and dens PX < m. 
Proof. The Theorem easily follows from Proposition 1. In fact, 
by Proposition 1 there is a projection Q: X* -+ X* with I Q / = 
I/ Q/I = 1, QX* 3 F, Q*y = y for every y E Y, Q(Z”) C Z” and 
w* dens QX* < m. Lemma 4 implies that Q = P* where P: X + X 
is a projection. Then, by easy calculation, PZ C Z. Furthermore, 
w* dens P*X* = w* dens(PX)*, since P*: (PX)* -+ P*X* is a 
w* - w* continuous linear isometry with a w* - w* continuous 
inverse (namely the restriction to PX). Thus, by Lemma 10, 
dens PX = w* dens(PX)* < m. 
COUNTEREXAMPLE. Proposition 1 does not hold, in general, if Z 
is not w* closed. To see it, let T be a continuous linear epimorphism 
of Ii(r) onto m(N) (N d enotes the integers), constructed by Banach 
and Mazur (cf. e.g. [12]). c,(r) is WCG andf [15, 191. If Proposition 1 
were true for Z = T-l(O), then taking a lineary independent sequence 
{xi} in the algebraic complement of Z we see that there would be a 
continuous linear projection P on Ii(r) with separable range such 
that PZ C Z and Pxi = xi , i = 1, 2 ,... . Then taking the lift 
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27 ll(qp + l,(r)/.& we would derive the existence of separable, 
infinite-dimensional complementary subspace in m(N). Such a 
subspace does not exist, by the results of Pelczynski and Lindenstrauss 
[18, IS]. At the same time, we see that T-l(O) is not, in our case, w* 
closed. 
3. SOME PROPERTIES OF B-SPACES WITH MARKUSEVIE BASIS 
The following proposition was proved in [26] and we state it here 
for completness. 
PROPOSITION 2. If a B-space X has a shrinking M-basis then X 
is WCG. 
Proof. See [26, Lemma I]. Let {(xi ,fJ; i E I} be a shrinking 
M-basis of X with 1 xi 1 < 1 for all i. Then {0} u {xi ; i E I> is weakly 
compact. 
THEOREM 3. Let Y be a subspace of a B-space X, and suppose 
that X has a shrinking M-basis. Then Y has a shrinking M-basis. 
Proof. X is WCG by Proposition 2 and f by Theorem 1. Now we 
use Lemma 4. 
COROLLARY. Any subspace of c,(r) (for any set T) is WCG. 
Proof. By Theorem 3 and Proposition 2, using the fact that the 
standart basis in c,,(r) is shrinking. 
More generally we have the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 3. Any subspace of WCG f B-space is WCG. 
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 4, Theorem 3, and 
Proposition 2. 
The following result concerns a problem of Lindenstrauss whether 
WCG of X* implies WCG of X [15, Problem 31. 
THEOREM 4. If X*, X** are both WCG, then X is WCG. 
Proof. We have X C X** and X is total on X*. Proposition 6 of 
[9] applied with “X” = X* and “Y” = X yields a shrinking 
M-basis for X. X is now WCG by Proposition 2. 
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